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WHO WE ARE?
The DiverSE team

- Inria/IRISA project-team in **Software Engineering**
- Strong background in Model-Driven software/systems Eng.
- Software languages, architecture, simulation, variability, testing, resilience eng.
- Applied to smart, heterogeneous, and distributed CPS (e.g., IoT, Industry 4.0)
- 9 Prof. and Inria/CNRS researchers, 1 Inria RSE, ~20 PhD, 3 Post-doc, 3 SE
- Deductive and empirical scientific approaches
- Open source software development
- Strong contractual activity (esp. EU and industry projects)
The DiverSE team

A Software Engineering Group
The DiverSE team

A Software Engineering Group

- Diversity of...
- stakeholders
- concerns
- configurations
- platforms
- environments
- requirements...

- Multi-engineering approach
- Domain-specific modeling
- High variability and customization
- Platform heterogeneity
- Openness and dynamicity
The DiverSE team

Software...
modeling, architecture, testing, variability, reuse, continuous deployment, adaptation and languages

https://www.diverse-team.fr
Exemple d’organisation de projet dans la pratique...
Usine Logicielle

Fournisseurs (services, capacités, ...)

Outillages

Autre usine A3 en sous traitante

Besoins (Cahiers des charges)

Anomalies/Evolutions Projet

Lignes de production A3 (projets)

Lignes de maintenance A3

Qualité

Competences

Capitalisation

Admisource R&D

REX

Pilotage

Projets (livrables aux standards Acube)

Controle qualité

Capitalisation
Usine Logicielle
Approche industrielle – un cas classique

Applications Internet / Intranet / Extranet

Framework A³

- Client Riche : FRED-A³, yahoo-ui, GWT
- AJAX
- LISE (Java / J2EE)

Socle technique

- Linux / Apache / Tomcat / JBoss / Base de données (MySQL, Oracle, SQL Server, …)

Plate-forme collaborative / forge

Plate-forme d’industrialisation

- Eclipse Plug-in
- JUnit
- Continuum
- Alfresco Liferay CAS
- X Radar
- Checkstyle
- CPD

- Cobertura
- JMeter
- Maven
- Mantis
- QA Lab
- Find Bugs

- Selenium
- Tests
- Intégration continue automate
- Connaissance
- « Application Mining » Qualité

- IDE & Design
- Tests
- Intégration continue automate
- Connaissance
- Archiva
- Subversion

Référentiel de sources et de composants
Serveur JEE (exemple)

- Struts 2 (MVC)
- Spring
- Modèle métier
- Spring DAO
- Persistance
  - iBatis
  - Hibernate
- Base de données

Alternative
DevOps (exemple)
Approche méthodologique 1/2

▷ Intérêts pour l'entreprise
  ▷ Standardisation pour une meilleure maintenabilité
  ▷ Cohérence entre les projets
  ▷ Capitalisation
Approche méthodologique 2/2

▸ Intérêt pour le client
  ▸ Voir l’application se construire
  ▸ Faire ses remarques au fur et à mesure
  ▸ Prioriser les exigences
Highlights

• Documentation
• Logging
• Testing
• Static analysis
• Refactoring
• Build automation
• Versioning
• Continuous integration

• And towards DevOps and modern architectures
Documentation and Source Code
Documentation

• Source code: one of the best artefact for documenting a project

• Javadoc (JDK)
  – Automatic generation of HTML documentation
  – Using comments in java files

• Syntax
  /**
   * This is a <b>doc</b> comment.
   * @see java.lang.Object
   * @todo fix {@underline this !}
   */

• Includes
  – class hierarchy, interfaces, packages
  – detailed summary of class, interface, methods, attributes

• Note
  – Add doc generation to your favorite compile chain
Package javax.swing

Provides a set of "lightweight" (all-Java language) components that, to the maximum degree possible, work the same on all platforms.

See:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BoundedRangeModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ButtonModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CellEditor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ComboBoxEditor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ComboBoxModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DesktopManager</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Icon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JComboBox.KeySelectionManager</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ListCellRenderer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ListModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ListSelectionModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MenuElement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MutableComboBoxModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renderer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RootPaneContainer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scrollable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ScrollPaneConstants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SingleSelectionModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpinnerModel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SwingConstants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UIDefaults.ActiveValue</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UIDefaults.LazyValue</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WindowConstants</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
public class JFrame
extends Frame
implements WindowConstants, Accessible, RootPaneContainer

An extended version of java.awt.Frame that adds support for the JFC/Swing component architecture. You can find task-oriented documentation about using JFrame in The Java Tutorial, in the section How to Make Frames.

The JFrame class is slightly incompatible with Frame. Like all other JFC/Swing top-level containers, a JFrame contains a JOptionPane as its only child. The content pane provided by the root pane should, as a rule, contain all the components the AWT frame case. For example, to add a child to an AWT frame you’d write:

```java
frame.add(child);
```

However using JFrame you need to add the child to the JFrame’s content pane instead:

```java
frame.getContentPane().add(child);
```

The same is true for setting layout managers, removing components, listing children, and so on. All these methods should normally be sent to the content pane instead of the JFrame itself. The content pane will always be non-null. A null exception. The default content pane will have a BorderLayout manager set on it.
**update**

public void update(Graphics g)

Just calls `paint(g)`. This method was overridden to prevent an unnecessary call to clear the background.

**Overrides:**

`update` in class `Container`

**Parameters:**

`g - the Graphics context in which to paint`

**See Also:**

`Component.update(Graphics)`
Kornel Kisielewicz @epyoncf

ProTip: "//" is the speedup operator. Use // before the statement you want to speed up. Works in C++, Java and a few others!

Retweeted by Mathieu Acher
Coding Conventions

• Rules on the coding style:
  – Apache, Oracle and others template
    • [https://www.oracle.com/java/technologies/javase/codeconventions-contents.html](https://www.oracle.com/java/technologies/javase/codeconventions-contents.html)
    • [http://geosoft.no/development/javastyle.html](http://geosoft.no/development/javastyle.html)

• Verification tools
  – CheckStyle, PMD, JackPot, Spoon Vsuite...
  – Some integrated into IDEs
Why Coding Standards are Important?

• Lead to greater **consistency** within your code and the code of your teammates
• Easier to **understand**
• Easier to **develop**
• Easier to **maintain**
• Reduces overall cost of application
8. Private class variables should have underscore suffix.

class Person
{
    private String name_
    ...
}

Apart from its name and its type, the scope of a variable is its most higher significance than method variables, and should be treated with care.

A side effect of the underscore naming convention is that it nicely provides a place to store a method's side effect.

    void setName(String name)
    {
        name_ = name;
    }
Tools to Improve your Source code

• Formatting tools
  – Indenteurs (Jindent), beautifiers, stylers (JavaStyle), ...

• « Bug fixing » tools
  – Spoon VSuite, Findbugs (sourceforge) ...

• Quality report tools : code metrics
  – Number of Non Comment Code Source, Number of packages, Cyclomatic numbers, ...
    • JavaNCCS, Eclipse Metrics ...
Logging
Logging

• Logging is chronological and systematic record of data processing events in a program
  – e.g. the Windows Event Log

• Logs can be saved to a persistent medium to be studied at a later time

• Use logging in the development phase:
  – Logging can help you debug the code

• Use logging in the production environment:
  – Helps you troubleshoot problems
Logging, why? (claims)

• Logging is easier than debugging
• Logging is faster than debugging
• Logging can work in environments where debugging is not supported
• Can work in production environments
• Logs can be referenced anytime in future as the data is stored
Logging Methods, How?

• The evil `System.out.println()`

• Custom Solution to Log to various datastores, eg text files, db, etc...

• Use Standard APIs
  – Don’t reinvent the wheel
• Popular logging frameworks for Java
• Designed to be reliable, fast and extensible
• Simple to understand and to use API
• Allows the developer to control which log statements are output with arbitrary granularity
• Fully configurable at runtime using external configuration files
Log4J Architecture

• Log4J has three main components: loggers, appenders and layouts
  – Loggers
    • Channels for printing logging information
  – Appenders
    • Output destinations (console, File, Database, Email/SMS Notifications, Log to a socket, and many others...)
  – Layouts
    • Formats that appenders use to write their output

• Priorities
Logger

- Responsible for Logging
- Accessed through java code
- Configured Externally
- Every Logger has a name
- Prioritize messages based on level
  - TRACE < DEBUG < INFO < WARN < ERROR < FATAL
- Usually named following dot convention like java classes do.
  - Eg com.foo.bar.ClassName
- Follows inheritance based on name
Logger API

• Factory methods to get Logger
  – Logger.getLogger(Class c)
  – Logger.getLogger(String s)

• Method used to log message
  – trace(), debug(), info(), warn(), error(), fatal()
  – Details
    • void debug(java.lang.Object message)
    • void debug(java.lang.Object message, java.lang.Throwable t)
  – Generic Log method
    • void log(Priority priority, java.lang.Object message)
    • void log(Priority priority,
      java.lang.Object message, java.lang.Throwable t)
Root Logger

- The root logger resides at the top of the logger hierarchy. It is exceptional in two ways:
  1. it always exists,
  2. it cannot be retrieved by name.

- Logger.getRootLogger()
Appender

- Appenders put the log messages to their actual destinations.
- No programmatic change is required to configure appenders.
- Can add multiple appenders to a Logger.
- Each appender has its own layout.
- `ConsoleAppender`, `DailyRollingFileAppender`, `FileAppender`, `JDBCAppender`, `JMSAppender`, `NTEventLogAppender`, `RollingFileAppender`, `SMTPAppender`, `SocketAppender`, `SyslogAppender`, `TelnetAppender`
Layout

• Used to customize the format of log output.
• Eg. HTMLLayout, PatternLayout, SimpleLayout, XMLLayout
• Most commonly used is PatternLayout
  – Uses C-like syntax to format.
    • Eg. "%-5p [%t]: %m%n
    • DEBUG [main]: Message 1 WARN [main]: Message 2
Log4j Basics

• Who will log the messages?
  – The Loggers

• What decides the priority of a message?
  – Level

• Where will it be logged?
  – Decided by Appender

• In what format will it be logged?
  – Decided by Layout
// get a logger instance named "com.foo"
Logger logger = Logger.getLogger("com.foo");

// Now set its level. Normally you do not need to set the
// level of a logger programmatically. This is usually done
// in configuration files.
logger.setLevel(Level.INFO);

Logger barlogger = Logger.getLogger("com.foo.Bar");

// This request is enabled, because WARN >= INFO.
logger.warn("Low fuel level.");

// This request is disabled, because DEBUG < INFO.
logger.debug("Starting search for nearest gas station.");

// The logger instance barlogger, named "com.foo.Bar",
// will inherit its level from the logger named
// "com.foo" Thus, the following request is enabled
// because INFO >= INFO.
barlogger.info("Located nearest gas station.");

// This request is disabled, because DEBUG < INFO.
barlogger.debug("Exiting gas station search");
Log4j Optimization & Best Practises

- Use logger as private static variable
- Only one instance per class
- Name logger after class name
- Don’t use too many appenders
- Don’t use time-consuming conversion patterns
- Use Logger.isDebugEnabled() if need be
- Prioritize messages with proper levels
You can’t test everything
(so one advice by Martin Fowler)

Whenever you are tempted to
type something into a print statement
or a debugger expression, **write it as
a test instead.**
Testing and Static Analysis

…the activity of finding out whether a piece of code (a method, class or program) produces the intended behavior
Your **hope** as a programmer

« A program does exactly what you expected to do »
Program testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but never to show their absence!
Package Load Failure

Package 'ArtOfTest.WebAiViSIP.WebAiViSIP, ArtOfTest.WebAiViSIP, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=14176981d1873d86' has failed to load properly (GUID = {D5EDEC6D-8025-40CF-987C-B8EABA2C7451}). Please contact package vendor for assistance. Application restart is recommended, due to possible environment corruption. Would you like to disable loading this package in the future? You may use 'devenv /resetskippks' to re-enable package loading.
10. HealthCare.gov didn’t have enough testing before going live.

This became clear in a series of Congressional hearings, where federal contractors testified that end-to-end testing only began in the final weeks of September, right before the Oct. 1 launch. When pressed on how much time would have been ideal for testing, one contractor told lawmakers that “months would have been nice.”

Test phases

**Unit testing** on individual units of source code (=smallest testable part).

**Integration testing** on groups of individual software modules.

**System testing** on a complete, integrated system (evaluate compliance with requirements).
Le test dynamique : processus

Generate test data

Test Data

Program P

Execution

Result

Specification S

Oracle

Select the oracle

Stopping criteria

Verdict

not met

true

false

Problems

Locate and fix

Diagnose faults

Problems
Test unitaire OO

• Tester une unité isolée du reste du système
• L’unité est la classe
  – Test unitaire = test d’une classe
• Test du point de vue client
  – les cas de tests appellent les méthodes depuis l’extérieur
  – on ne peut tester que ce qui est public
  – Le test d’une classe se fait à partir d’une classe extérieure
• Au moins un cas de test par méthode publique
• Il faut choisir un ordre pour le test
  – quelles méthodes sont interdépendantes?
Test unitaire OO

• Problème pour l’oracle :
  – Encapsulation : les attributs sont souvent privés
  – Difficile de récupérer l’état d’un objet

• Penser au test au moment du développement (« testabilité »)
  – prévoir des accesseurs en lecture sur les attributs privés
  – des méthodes pour accéder à l’état de l’objet
Cas de test unitaire

• Cas de test = une méthode
• Corps de la méthode
  – Configuration initiale
  – Une donnée de test
    • un ou plusieurs paramètres pour appeler la méthode testée
  – Un oracle
    • il faut construire le résultat attendu
    • ou vérifier des propriétés sur le résultat obtenu
• Une classe de test pour une classe testée
  – Regroupe les cas de test
  – Il peut y avoir plusieurs classes de test pour une classe testée
JUnit and Design Patterns

http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/cookstour/cookstour.htm
Exemple : test de StringList

- Créer une classe de test qui manipule des instances de la classe StringList
- Au moins 9 cas de test (1 par méthode publique)
- Pas accès aux attributs privés : count, LastNode, CurrentNode, FirstNode
Exemple : insertion dans une liste

```java
//first test for insert: call insert
//and see if current element is the
//one that's been inserted

public void testInsert1()
{
    list.add("first");
    list.add("second");
    list.insert("third");
    assertTrue(list.size()==3);
    assertTrue(list.item()=="third");
}
```
JUnit: codage

- Organisation du code des tests
  - cas de Test: TestCase
    - setUp() et tearDown()
    - les méthodes de test
  - suite de Test: TestSuite
    - Méthodes de test
    - Cas de test
    - Suite de Test
JUnit

- Une classe de test regroupe des cas de test pour une classe

```java
import org.junit.Before;
import org.junit.Test;

public class TestStringList {
    //déclaration des instances
    private StringList list;

    //setUp()
    //tearDown()
    //méthodes de test
    //main()
}
```
JUnit

- la méthode setUp:

```java
//appelée avant chaque cas de test
//permet de factoriser la construction de l’état initial
@Before
protected void setUp() throws Exception {
    list = new StringList();
}
```

- la méthode tearDown:

```java
//appelée après chaque cas de test
//permet de défaire « l’état du monde »
@After
protected void tearDown() throws Exception {
    super.tearDown();
}
```
JUnit

- les méthodes de test:

```java
//test add two elements
@Test
public void testAdd2(){
    list.add("first");
    list.add("second");
    assertTrue(list.size()==2);
    assertTrue(list.item()=="second");
}
```
Les assertions de JUnit

- fail() / fail(String message)
- assertTrue(...), assertFalse(...)
- assertEquals(Object, Object)
- assertSame(Object, Object)
- assertNull(...)
- assertEquals(double expected, double actual, double delta)

Voir la liste des méthodes de la classe Assert
JUnit v3 : détail d’implémentation

• Pour exécuter une suite de tests, JUnit utilise l’introspection

```java
public TestSuite (final Class theClass) {
    ...
    Method[] = theClass.getDeclaredMethods
    ...
}

private boolean isTestMethod(Method m) {
    String name= m.getName();
    Class[] parameters= m.getParameterTypes();
    Class returnType= m.getReturnType();
    return parameters.length == 0 && name.startsWith("test") && returnType.equals(Void.TYPE);
}
```
JUnit version 4/5

- Fonctionne avec Java 5+
- Utilisation intensive des annotations
- Tests paramétrés, timeouts, etc
JUnit v4/5 : classe et méthode de test

• Classe de test :
  – import org.junit.Test;
  – import static org.junit.Assert.*;

• Méthodes de test :
  – Nom de méthode quelconque
  – Annotation @Test
  – Publique, type de retour void
  – Pas de paramètre, peut lever une exception
  – Annotation @Test(expected = Class) pour indiquer l’exception attendue
  – Annotation @Ignore pour ignorer un test
JUnit

- Permet de structurer les cas de test
  - cas de test / suite de test

- Permet de sauvegarder les cas de test
  - important pour la non régression
  - quand une classe évolue on ré-exécute les cas de test
Debugging

- Symbolic debugging
  - javac options: -g, -g:source,vars,lines
  - command-line debugger: jdb (JDK)
    - commands look like those of dbx
  - graphical « front-ends » for jdb (IDE or external)
- Misc
  - Multi-threads, Cross-Debugging (-Xdebug) on remote VM, ...
Monitoring

- **Tracer**
  - TRACE options of the program
  - can slow-down .class with TRACE/TRACE tests
    - solution: use a pre-compiler (excluding trace calls)
  - Kernel tools, like OpenSolaris DTrace (coupled with the JVM)

- **Logger**
  - Record events on a registry, to be used at execution time or later on (via some event handlers)

- **Tools**
  - Apache Log4J, ObjectWeb MonoLog
  - Package `java.util.logging` since J2SE1.4
    - Logger, LogRecord, Handler
Validation

- Assertion
  - Pre-Condition, Post-Condition, Invariant
    - EIFFEL, CLU ... built-in
    - Java since SE 1.4

- Other tools
  - AssertMate (Reliable Software Technologies)
  - JML (Java Modeling Language)
    - http://www.eecs.ucf.edu/~leavens/JML/
    - tool support with https://www.openjml.org/
  - iContract (Reliable Systems)
  - ...

Design by Contract with JML (by Gary T. Leavens and Yoonsik Cheon)
Performances

- Measure/Analyze
  - Benchmark
  - `java.awt.Robot` (to build clients for testing)
  - Accounting: [http://abone.unige.ch/jraf/index.htm](http://abone.unige.ch/jraf/index.htm)
  - JProfiler, Optimizing...
  - JMH

- Optimization

- See books:
Choosing the JVM and JRE

- Some criteria
  - License, redistribution, supports, performances, contraintes (embedded, servers, réal-time, ...), runtimes, ...

  - Azul Zulu
  - Bck2Brwsr
  - CACAO
  - Codename One
  - DoppioJVM
  - Eclipse OpenJ9
  - GraalVM
  - HaikuVM
  - HotSpot
  - Jamiga
  - JamVM
  - Jikes RVM (Jikes Research Virtual Machine)
  - JVM.go
  - leJOS
  - Maxine
  - Multi-OS Engine
  - RopeVM
  - ...

Measurements and Analysis of Performances

- Java Profiler
  - Use to profile an application
    - CPU usage, Memory, Network, time spent, and Garbage collection
    - In Total or by threads, or called methods
VisualVM is a visual tool that integrates several existing JDK software tools and lightweight memory and CPU profiling capabilities. This tool is designed for both production and development time use and further enhances the capability of monitoring and performance analysis for the Java SE platform.

VisualVM includes the JConsole.
Performance Optimizations

- Java’s Script Engine
  - Jython (jython.org), ...

- Bytecode interpreter, JIT and compiler
  - GraalVM, OpenJ9, Azul...

- Native compiler (static)
  - .class to .c to .s to .exe

- On-the-fly compiler (dynamic)
  - Compilation JIT (Just-In-Time) de Symantec

- HotSpot™ Optimizer
  - garbage collector
  - « method inlining »
    - with load-time verification (dynamic) of class bytecode

- Benchmark de JVM (e.g., JMH, Krun)
Code Quality Metrics

- Metrics on project source code to evaluate its quality (maintenance, reverse-engineering, evolution ...)
  - and how good the development team is :-)  
- Metrics
  - LOC, LOCC, McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity, ...

Lectures

Code Quality Metrics

- Example: Metrics (Ant/Maven/Sonar + Eclipse plugin)
Refactoring
What’s Code Refactoring?

“A series of small steps, each of which changes the program’s internal structure without changing its external behavior.”

Martin Fowler
Example

Which code segment is easier to read?

Sample 1:

```java
if (markT>=0 && markT<=25 && markL>=0 && markL<=25){
    float markAvg = (markT + markL)/2;
    System.out.println("Your mark: " + markAvg);
}
```

Sample 2:

```java
if (isValid(markT) && isValid(markL)){
    float markAvg = (markT + markL)/2;
    System.out.println("Your mark: " + mark);
}
```
Why do we Refactor?

• Improves the design of our software
  – Apply design pattern / remove anti pattern
• Minimizes technical debt
• Keep development at speed
• To make the software easier to understand
• To help find bugs
• To “Fix broken windows”
How do we Refactor?

• Manual Refactoring
  o Code Smells

• Automated/Assisted Refactoring
  o Refactoring by hand is time consuming and prone to error
  o Tools (IDE)

• In either case, test your changes
package de.vogella.eclipse.ide.first;

public class MyFirstClass {

    public static void main(String[] args) {
        System.out.println("Hello Eclipse!");
        int sum = 0;
        for (int i = 0; i <= 100; i++) {
            System.out.println(sum);
            sum += i;
        }
        System.out.println(sum);
    }

    private static int calculateSum(int sum) {
        for (int i = 0; i <= 100; i++) {
            sum += i;
        }
        return sum;
    }
}
Typical refactoring patterns

- Rename variable / class / method / member
- Extract method
- Extract constant
- Extract interface
- Encapsulate field
Two subclasses have the same field.

Move the field to the superclass.
You have a complicated expression.

Put the result of the expression, or parts of the expression, in a temporary variable with a name that explains the purpose.

```java
if ( (platform.toUpperCase().indexOf("MAC") > -1) &&
    (browser.toUpperCase().indexOf("IE") > -1) &&
    wasInitialized() && resize > 0 )
{
    // do something
}
```

```java
final boolean isMacOs = platform.toUpperCase().indexOf("MAC") > -1;
final boolean isIEBrowser = browser.toUpperCase().indexOf("IE") > -1;
final boolean wasResized = resize > 0;

if (isMacOs && isIEBrowser && wasInitialized() && wasResized)
{
    // do something
}
```
Build automation
Compilation chain

• Tools (*aka.* build automation systems)
  – make, gmake, nmake (Win),
  – Apache ANT, MAVEN, Gradle, NPM, FinalBuilder, Grunt

• To automate:
  – pre-compilation, obfuscation, verification
  – generation of .class and .jar
    • normal, tracing, debug, ...
  – documentation generation
  – « stubs » generation (rmic, idl2java, javacard ...)
  – test
  – ...

Maven

• **Goal**
  – Separation of concerns applied to project build
    • Compilation, code generation, unit testing, documentation, ...
  – Handle project dependencies with versions (artifacts)

• **Project object model (POM)**
  – abstract description of the project
  – Property inheritance from POM parents

• **Tools (called plugin)**
  – To compile, generate documentation, automate test ...

• Note: more and more useful!
Versioning
Versioning of source code

- Collaborative software engineering

- To master
  - software development by very large developer teams
  - parallel implementations (experiments, vendors)

- Goals
  - Increase productivity of developers and software robustness
  - Low-down development costs

- Manage software system configuration
  - to control software system’s evolution
  - evolution tracking (time-machine)
  - issue and bug tracking
Versioning : What for?

• History of versions
  – back to an older version in case of errors

• Alternative versions (branching)
  – different design/implementations
    (maybe experimental) for the same module

• Collaborative access by many developers
  – audit modification history
    • how many commits by X?
    • when most of the commits are done?
    • ...

Concurrent management

Conflict!
Concurrent control

• Doing nothing!

• Lock-Modify-Unlock (Pessimistic)
  – SCCS, RCS
  – Decrease productivity

• Copy-Modify-Merge (Optimistic)
  – Conflicts resolution when concurrent modifications (which are actually rare)
    • Merge, Selection, ...
  – CVS, SVN, Git: Client level resolution

• Policy-based
  – Merging and validation process for each code contribution
Concept of Version

• **Trunk**
  – main development

• **Branches**
  – Alternatives to trunk
    • Different design/implementation (experimental), vendor-specific

• **Revisions**
  – Sequence of versions

• **Tags**
  – Symbolic references to revisions (Tiger, LongHorn, ...)
    • Represent a public release (R), a milestone (M)

• **Branch merging**
Tools

• Pioneers
  – SCCS, RCS, PVCS

• Current alternatives
  – CVS
  – SubVersion
  – Git
  – MS Visual SourceSafe
  – ChangeMan (Serena)
  – AllFusion Harvest (CA)
  – ClearCase (IBM Rational)
  – Perforce
  – CM Synergy (Telelogic)
  – Source Integrity (MKS)
  – PVCS (Merant)
  – TeamCode (Interwoven)
  – Surround CM (Seapine)

• Web-Oriented protocols
  – WebDAV/DeltaV
Git

- version control system
  - designed to handle very large projects with speed and efficiency
  - mainly for various open source projects, most notably the Linux kernel.
- https://git-scm.com (http://git.or.cz)
Tools to use Git

- SmartGit
- TortoiseGit
- CyberDuck
- Etc.

- GitHub => provide the whole forge with a GIT installed
  - Free for open-source project
  - Rich client: [https://desktop.github.com](https://desktop.github.com)

- GitLab
Centralized Version Control

• Traditional version control system
  – Server with database
  – Clients have a working version

• Examples
  – CVS
  – Subversion
  – Visual Source Safe

• Challenges
  – Multi-developer conflicts
  – Client/server communication
Distributed Version Control

• Authoritative server by convention only
• Every working checkout is a repository
• Get version control even when detached
• Backups are trivial
• Other distributed systems include
  – Mercurial
  – BitKeeper
  – Darcs
  – Bazaar
Git Advantages

• Resilience
  – No one repository has more data than any other

• Speed
  – Very fast operations compared to other VCS (I’m looking at you CVS and Subversion)

• Space
  – Compression can be done across repository not just per file
  – Minimizes local size as well as push/pull data transfers

• Simplicity
  – Object model is very simple

• Large userbase with robust tools
Git Architecture

• Index
  – Stores information about current working directory and changes made to it

• Object Database
  – Blobs (files)
    • Stored in .git/objects
    • Indexed by unique hash
    • All files are stored as blobs
  – Trees (directories)
  – Commits
    • One object for every commit
    • Contains hash of parent, name of author, time of commit, and hash of the current tree
  – Tags
Some Commands

• Getting a Repository
  – git init
  – git clone

• Commits
  – git add
  – git commit

• Get changes with
  – git fetch (fetches and merges)
  – git pull

• Propagate changes with
  – git push
Documenting, Testing, Design Patterns, bad smells Refactoring, Debugging, monitoring, logging
#1 What is the link?

- Documenting
  - Understanding (readability, maintainability)

- Refactoring
  - Improving the design (readability, maintainability, extensibility)

- The activity of documenting can somehow be replaced/automated by the activity of refactoring
  - if the code and architecture is comprehensible by itself

refactoring.com
Documentation and Refactoring

if ( (platform.toUpperCase().indexOf("MAC") > -1) &&
    (browser.toUpperCase().indexOf("IE") > -1) &&
    wasInitialized() && resize > 0 )
{
    // do something
}

final boolean isMacOs = platform.toUpperCase().indexOf("MAC") > -1;
final boolean isIEBrowser = browser.toUpperCase().indexOf("IE") > -1;
final boolean wasResized = resize > 0;

if (isMacOs && isIEBrowser && wasInitialized() && wasResized)
{
    // do something
}
#2 What is the link?
Design patterns: there are refactorings

Two subclasses have the same field.
Move the field to the superclass.

Diagram:
- Employee
  - Salesman
    - name
  - Engineer
    - name
- Employee
  - Salesman
  - Engineer
  - name
#3 What is the link?

- Testing: “the activity of finding out whether a piece of code produces the intended behavior”
  - Debugging can help
  - Testing is better than debugging

> Whenever you are tempted to type something into a print statement or a debugger expression, write it as a test instead.
JUnit and... Design patterns

Worth reading!

http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/cookstour/cookstour.htm
What is the link?

• **Testability**
  – degree to which a system or component facilitates the establishment of test criteria and the performance of tests to determine whether those criteria have been met.
  – Controllability + Observability

• **Controllability** ability to manipulate the software’s input as well as to place this software into a particular state

• **Observability** deals with the possibility to observe the outputs and state changes

• How to improve Testability?
  – Refactoring, Design patterns
What is the link? Testing/Refactoring/Design Patterns

- How to improve testability?
- Test-driven Development
  - Write tests first ~ Test-driven design

Let say your first piece of code is... a test

```java
// Tests removing a product from the cart.
public void testProductRemove() throws NotFoundException {
    Product book = new Product("Harry Potter", 23.95);
    _bookCart.removeItem(book);
    assertTrue(!_bookCart.contains(book));
    double expected = 23.95 - book.getPrice();
    double current = _bookCart.getBalance();
    assertEquals(expected, current, 0.0);
    int expectedCount = 0;
    int currentCount = _bookCart.getItemCount();
    assertEquals(expectedCount, currentCount);
}
```
What is the link?

• Testing
• Documenting

• Unit tests are one of the best source of documentation
  – One of the entry point to understand a framework
  – It documents the properties of methods, how objects collaborate, etc.
What is the link?

Documenting
Refactoring
Debugging
Testing
Readability
Understandibility
Maintainability
Design
Document, refactor... Execute your tests... Debug.. Write test.. And so on!

With modern IDE and tools!
INTEGRATION CONTINUE
INTRODUCTION

- Qu’est ce que l’intégration continue ?

- Pourquoi automatiser ?

- Par où commencer ?

- Le cycle vertueux de l’intégration continue
Définitions

"L'intégration continue est un ensemble de pratiques utilisées en génie logiciel. Elles consistent à vérifier à chaque modification de code source que le résultat des modifications ne produit pas de régression de l'application en cours de développement."

Wikipedia

"Une pratique considérant différemment l'intégration, habituellement connue comme pénible et peu fréquente, pour en faire une tâche simple faisant partie intégrante de l'activité quotidienne d'un développeur."

Documentation
CruiseControl.NET
Qu’est ce que l’intégration continue ?

➢ Technique puissante permettant dans le cadre du développement d’un logiciel en équipes de:
   ➢ Garder en phase les équipes de dév
   ➢ Limiter risques de dérive
   ➢ Limiter la complexité

➢ A intervalles réguliers, vous allez construire (build) et tester la dernière version de votre logiciel.

➢ Parrallèlement, chaque développeur teste et valide (commit) son travail en ajoutant son code dans un lieu de stockage unique.
Pourquoi automatiser ?

- Gagner du temps
  - Vous ne faites pas de taches répétitives

- Gagner en confiance
  - Indépendant de votre efficacité du moment
  - Procédures répétables

- Diminue le besoin de documentation
  - Pour nouveaux entrants projet, utiliser scripts !
  - … et + en analysant le script.
Par où commencer ?

- 1) Outil gestion versions code sources
  - Lieu unique de partage
  - Retour arrières, snapshots, branches...

- 2) Tests automatisés
  - Chaque développeur

- 3) Scripts
  - Coté serveur pour automatiser (Ex : crontab)

- 4) Outils de communication
  - Mail, Tél, Rss…
Architecture d’un logiciel d’intégration

Gestionnaire de Build

Gestionnaire de tests

Gestionnaire de SCM

Gestionnaire de notifications
Un fonctionnement actif

Les développeurs « committent »

Le serveur d’intégration surveille le serveur SCM (Cron)
Cas d’utilisation

Le développeur soumet une modification
Cas d’utilisation
Le chef de projet analyse le reporting
Les technologies existantes

- Hudson, jenkins
- Gitlab CI
- Travis CI
- CruiseControl / CruiseControl.NET
- Apache Continuum
- QuickBuild (open-source: LuntBuild)
- Et beaucoup d’autres …
Improving Your Productivity

• Continuous integration can help you go faster
  – Detect build breaks sooner
  – Report failing tests more clearly
  – Make progress more visible
Jenkins for Continuous Integration

- Jenkins – open source continuous integration server
- Jenkins (http://jenkins-ci.org/) is
  - Easy to install
  - Easy to use
  - Multi-technology
  - Multi-platform
  - Widely used
  - Extensible
  - Free
Jenkins for a Developer

• Easy to install
  • Download one file – jenkins.war
  • Run one command – java –jar jenkins.war

• Easy to use
  • Create a new job – checkout and build a small project
  • Checkin a change – watch it build
  • Create a test – watch it build and run
  • Fix a test – checkin and watch it pass

• Multi-technology
  • Build C, Java, C#, Python, Perl, SQL, etc.
  • Test with Junit, Nunit, MSTest, etc.
Jenkins User Interface

- **Actions**
- **Nodes**
- **Jobs**
Jenkins Plugins - SCM

• Version Control Systems
  – Accurev
  – Bazaar
  – BitKeeper
  – ClearCase
  – Darcs
  – Dimensions
  – Git
  – Harvest
  – MKS Integrity
  – PVCS
  – StarTeam
  – Subversion
  – Team Foundation Server
  – Visual SourceSafe
Jenkins Plugins – Build & Test

• Build Tools
  – Ant
  – Maven
  – MSBuild
  – Cmake
  – Gradle
  – Grails
  – Scons
  – Groovy

• Test Frameworks
  – Junit
  – Nunit
  – MSTest
  – Selenium
  – Fitnesse
Jenkins Plugins – Analyzers

- Static Analysis
  - Checkstyle
  - CodeScanner
  - DRY
  - Crap4j
  - Findbugs
  - PMD
  - Fortify
  - Sonar
  - FXCop

- Code Coverage
  - Emma
  - Cobertura
  - Clover
  - GCC/GCOV
Jenkins Plugins – Other Tools

- Notification
  - Twitter
  - Campfire
  - Google Calendar
  - IM
  - IRC
  - Lava Lamp
  - Sounds
  - Speak

- Authorization
  - Active Directory
  - LDAP

- Virtual Machines
  - Amazon EC2
  - VMWare
  - VirtualBox
  - Xen
  - Libvirt
What about GitLab CI?
Our journey ;)

- Documentation
- (software) Logging
- Testing and Static Analysis
- Refactoring
- Build/configuration/release automation
- Continuous integration
- Continuous delivery
- Continuous deployment
- (runtime) monitoring
- Continuous improvement